Abstract. This paper addresses some numerical and theoretical aspects of dual Schur domain decomposition methods for linear first-order transient partial differential equations. The spatially discrete system of equations resulting from a dual Schur domain decomposition method can be expressed as a system of differential algebraic equations (DAEs). In this work, we consider the trapezoidal family of schemes for integrating the ordinary differential equations (ODEs) for each subdomain and present four different coupling methods, corresponding to different algebraic constraints, for enforcing kinematic continuity on the interface between the subdomains. Unlike the continuous formulation, the discretized formulation of the transient problem is unable to enforce simultaneously the continuity of both the primary variable and its rate along the subdomain interface (except for the backward Euler method).
INTRODUCTION
Solving partial differential equations using domain decomposition techniques has been an active area of research for quite some time [22, 26, 27] . Much of this research has addressed static Key words and phrases. dual Schur domain decomposition method; coupling algorithms; differential-algebraic equations; generalized trapezoidal family. 1 problems [9, 10, 19] , designing preconditioners [24, 15] , parallel implementation [9, 6] , efficient computer implementation [9, 12, 21] , solvers [25] , etc. On the other hand, domain decomposition techniques for transient problems are not as mature as those associated with static problems.
Some of the representative papers on domain decomposition methods for transient problems are [18, 8, 6, 7, 12, 5, 21] . A study of the choice of the interface boundary conditions has been done for second-order transient problems (i.e., structural dynamics) using the Newmark family of time integrators. For example, see Cardona and Geradin [4] , Farhat et. al. [7] , and Combescure and Gravouil [5] . All these papers deal with structural dynamics, which is a second order transient systems.
In Reference [17] a coupling method has been proposed for first-order transient systems that can accommodate different time integrators and time steps in different subdomains. This was made possible by making the calculation of the interface Lagrange multiplier explicit. In this paper we restrict our study to time stepping schemes from the generalized trapezoidal family, and assume same time integrator and time step in all subdomains. This will allow the calculation of the interface Lagrange multiplier to be implicit, and thereby increasing the overall numerical stability.
The main objective of this article is to present four variants of dual Schur domain decomposition method for linear first-order transient systems, and assess their stability. We restrict our study to conforming computational meshes. The stability analysis is based on the "energy" method [23, 14] .
The stability results for first-order systems (which are index-2 DAEs) presented in this paper are not a direct extension of results for ODEs or second-order systems (e.g., structural dynamics), and to the best of our knowledge, have not been reported in the literature. Remark 1.1. A thorough discussion of other computational aspects like preconditioners, parallel implementation issues (like scalability and speedup), direct and iterative solvers in the context of domain decomposition method is beyond the scope of this paper. These computational aspects have been addressed adequately in the literature and we have cited a few representative references to this end. These techniques can be generally employed without difficulty for the proposed domain decomposition methods.
Main contributions. Some of the main contributions of this paper are
• extension of the energy method for assessing stability to linear index-2 differential-algebraic equations, 2 • stability analysis of the d-continuity method, and demonstrated the instability of the dcontinuity method under many common time integrators from the generalized trapezoidal family,
• modified d-continuity method and its stability proof,
• derived an upper bound for the user-defined parameter in the Baumgarte stabilization to ensure numerical stability, and also estimated the critical time step for the method, and
• verified numerically that the optimal spatial convergence rate is unaffected by these domain decomposition methods.
TIME CONTINUOUS GOVERNING EQUATIONS
We will consider linear transient heat conduction as our model problem to illustrate various coupling methods. Consider a continuous domain Ω with prescribed temperature on ∂ 1 Ω and prescribed fluxes on ∂ 2 Ω (and for well-posedness we have ∂ 1 Ω ∩ ∂ 2 Ω = ∅ and ∂ 1 Ω ∪ ∂ 2 Ω = ∂Ω).
The semi-discrete finite element equations for linear transient heat conduction can be written as (for example, see Hughes [14] )
where u(t) is the nodal temperature vector, t denotes the time, superposed dot denotes the time derivative, M is the capacity matrix, K is the conductivity matrix, and f (t) is the (prescribed) external heat source vector. The capacity matrix M is assumed to be symmetric and positive definite, and the conductivity matrix K is assumed to be symmetric and positive semidefinite. The following initial conditions and constraints complete the above differential system:
where u (0) is the prescribed nodal initial temperature, and u p is the prescribed nodal temperature on the boundary ∂ 1 Ω.
2.1. Decomposed problem. We decompose the computational domain into S subdomains following a dual Schur formulation. This approach automatically implies that the equilibrium of the interface fluxes is enforced through the Lagrange multipliers. We assume that the kinematic constraints are linearly independent. We assume that the kinematic constraints are linearly independent and are compactly expressed using signed Boolean matrices. A signed Boolean matrix has 3 entries either −1, 0 or +1 such that each row has at most one non-zero entry, see Reference [17] .
Note that by the construction of the signed Boolean matrix C i , its 1-norm is C i 1 ≤ 1, which will be used in Section 5. Also note that if C i = 0 (which is the case in this paper) C i 1 = 1.
Remark 2.1. Using signed Boolean matrices as defined above one can handle cross points (which are the points at which more than two subdomains intersect), and should be able to construct linearly independent kinematic constraints. For further details see Reference [17] .
The decomposition into subdomains of the differential system given by equation (2.1) can be written as follows: ∀t ∈ [0, T ] we have
where λ represents the vector of Lagrange multipliers, and C i the signed Boolean connectivity matrices for perfect connection between compatible meshes. Note that the time continuous formulation is capable of enforcing the continuity of all the kinematic quantities and their time derivatives along the subdomain interface. However, this is not true of time discretized equations as we will see in the next section. It is important to note that the undecomposed problem (given by equation (2.1)) is a system of ODEs, whereas the decomposed problem consists of a system of ODEs given by equation (2.3), and a system of algebraic equations given by equation (2.4) . Such a system of equations (that consists of a system of ODEs and a system of algebraic equations) belong to a broader class of equations called differential-algebraic equations (DAEs). For completeness, we present a very brief discussion of DAEs.
An important special class is the semi-explicit DAE (also referred to an ODE with algebraic constraints), which can be mathematically written aṡ
It is easy to see that the governing equations of the decomposed problem, given by equations (2.3)-(2.4), form a semi-explicit DAE. 4 The index of a DAE is a measure to assess the difficulty to solve it numerically. Some of the common indices are -the differential index, local index, geometric index, tractability index, and perturbation index [1] . A popular index that is easy to compute is the differential index. For a semi-explicit DAE, the differential index can be defined as the minimum number of times the (algebraic) constraint must be differentiated to put the DAE in the standard ODE forṁ z = q(t, z), z := x T , y T T using purely algebraic manipulations. The higher the differential index, the greater is the difficulty to solve the DAE numerically. For the DAE given by equations (2.3)-(2.4), the differential index is 2. Note that the differential index of a system of ODEs is 0. For a thorough discussion of differential-algebraic equations refer to [1, 16] .
It is well-known that numerical solvers for ODEs may not work well for DAEs. In many cases there are stability and accuracy (e.g., drift in the kinematic constraints) issues. This fact has been discussed in a seminal paper by Petzold [20] . Time stepping schemes from the generalized trapezoidal family have been developed primarily for numerically solving ODEs. The stability results for most numerical integrators that have been reported in the literature (for example, Reference [14] )
are appropriate for ODEs. The present paper addresses the stability of the time stepping schemes from the generalized trapezoidal family when applied to DAEs of the form given by equations (2.3)-(2.4).
TIME DISCRETE EQUATIONS
The time interval of interest [0, T ] is divided into N equal time steps of size ∆t > 0 and the equations are to be solved numerically at discrete instants of time t n = t 0 + n∆t with t 0 = 0 and t N = T . One of the popular ways to solve equation (2.1) numerically is by employing a time stepping scheme from the generalized trapezoidal family. The numerical solution procedure for the generalized trapezoidal family can be written as: given (
where 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 is a user-defined parameter, and
Some of the popular time integrators that belong to the generalized trapezoidal family are forward Euler (γ = 0), midpoint rule (γ = 1/2), and backward Euler (γ = 1). It is well-known that the time stepping schemes from the generalized trapezoidal family when applied to ODEs are unconditionally stable for γ ≥ 1/2 and conditionally stable for γ < 1/2. For further details see Reference [14] .
3.1. Decomposed problem. In the time discrete case of the decomposed problem two cases can be envisaged for enforcing the kinematic continuity. We can either prescribe continuity of temperature (which we refer to as d-continuity), or continuity of rate of temperature (which we refer to as v-continuity). These two kinematic continuity constraints can be mathematically written as follows.
d-continuity:
From a discrete point of view, we cannot, in general, enforce the continuity of both the temperature and the rates at the interface. (One exception, as we will show later, is the backward Euler with d-continuity in which we can satisfy both the discrete kinematic continuity constraints, see Remark 5.4.) Based on the choice of kinematic continuity constraints we have two classes of domain decomposition method. We now present four different domain decomposition methods of which two methods employ d-continuity, the third method employs v-continuity, and the fourth uses a linear combination of d-continuity and v-continuity.
DUAL SCHUR DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION METHODS
4.1. d-continuity domain decomposition method. This method can be written as: ∀n = 1, · · · , N and ∀i = 1, · · · , S; obtain d
by solving the following linear system of 6 algebraic equations.
This method is actually motivated by the stability analysis of the d-continuity domain decomposition method, which is presented in a later section. The modified d-continuity method can be written as: ∀n = 0, · · · , N − 1 and
(n+γ) by solving the following linear system of algebraic equations.
and λ (n+1) as follows (see Figure 1 ). calculating Lagrange multipliers and rates at various time levels. In the d-continuity method, one solves for the Lagrange multipliers (and rates) at the integral time levels t n . If one chooses, the Lagrange multipliers at the time levels t n+γ can be obtained
, which is illustrated in the middle figure. In the modified d-continuity method one solves for the Lagrange multipliers at the weighted time levels t n+γ . If one chooses, the Lagrange multipliers at integral time levels can be obtained as 
by solving the following linear system of algebraic equations.
Since the v-continuity method enforces the constraints on the rates, one may get significant drift in the original constraint (i.e., continuity of temperature along the subdomain interfaces) for larger time steps and for larger number of steps (i.e., longer simulation time). This irrecoverable drift in the original constraint makes the v-continuity method undesirable in such situations. One of the popular ways to control drift in the constraints is Baumgarte stabilization, which has been proposed in the context of multibody dynamics [2] . With a slight modification, one can extend Baumgarte stabilization to index-2 DAEs first-order transient systems (which is the case in this paper). Following this approach, we construct a new domain decomposition method, which is outlined in the next subsection. 
(n) by solving the following linear system of algebraic equations:
where α > 0 is a dimensionless user-defined parameter, which we will refer to as the Baumgarte parameter. As we will see in Section 5, the choice of α will effect the accuracy (the drift in the original constraint, that is, continuity of temperature along the subdomain interface) and stability (i.e., the critical time step). Typically, the larger the Baumgarte parameter, the smaller will be the drift in the original constraint, but also smaller may be the critical time step (which may depend 9 on the choice of γ). In Section 5 we derive bounds on the choice of α that ensures stability of the domain decomposition method.
Also, note that, unlike the d-continuity and modified d-continuity methods, one can employ the forward Euler (γ = 0) under the Baumgarte stabilized domain decomposition method.
In the remainder of the paper we will address the following questions by providing rigorous mathematical justifications.
• Under what conditions do the d-continuity and v-continuity domain decomposition methods give stable results?
• Do the algebraic equations alter the stability of the numerical time stepping schemes from the generalized trapezoidal family? If so, which of these time stepping schemes are stable?
• Do any of the time-stepping schemes from the generalized trapezoidal family achieve continuity of both temperature and rate of temperature along the subdomain interface? The FETI method is a popular way of implementing the dual Schur domain decomposition method which has been shown to possess good convergence and scability properties [9, 6, 8] . An interesting approach (in the context of structural dynamics) has been developed in [12, 21] . Any of the aforementioned implementation methodologies can be employed for the methods presented in this paper.
STABILITY ANALYSIS
In this section we assess the stability of the d-continuity, modified d-continuity, v-continuity and Baumgarte stabilized domain decomposition methods using the "energy" method [23, 14] . Note that the energy method provides sufficient conditions for stability. However, in many instances the obtained bounds are quite sharp. For example, in the case of ODEs, the obtained stability condition using the energy method (that is, the critical time step) has turned out to be both necessary and sufficient [14] . 
where · is some convenient norm defined on R m (for example, say the 2-norm). Note that in finite dimensional vector spaces all norms are equivalent [13] .
We employ the following notation for the jump and average operators over a time step:
It is easy to show the following identities:
and for any symmetric matrix S we have
For convenience we define the matrix A i as
We choose the time step ∆t in such a way that it satisfies the stability requirements for all individual unconstrained subdomains (i.e., λ = 0). That is,
and the critical time step for subdomain i is given by
where ω max i is the maximum eigenvalue of the generalized eigenvalue problem
Note that all the eigenvalues ω i are real and non-negative [14] . For the chosen time step as described above, the matrices A i (i = 1, · · · , S) (defined in equation (5.5)) are positive definite. Also, note that the matrices A i are symmetric. 
; and similar expressions for
. Using equations (4.2), (5.3) and (5.5); the above equation can be written as
Premultiplying the above equation by the vector d
, using the identity given in equation (5.4), and then summing over all S subdomains; we get
For stability analysis, one assumes the externally applied forces to be zero (i.e., f
. Thus, we have
By invoking the fact that the matrices K i (i = 1, · · · , S) are positive semidefinite, we conclude
Using the linearity of the average operator (which allows us to interchange the summation and average operation), and the d-continuity given by equation (4.3); we conclude that
Using the definition and linearity of the jump operator, we conclude 
bounded ∀n. 12 We now show that the Lagrange multipliers λ (n+γ) are bounded ∀n. There are several ways in proving this result. Herein, we show using the Schur complement operator (which is widely used in computer implementations, see Appendix). An alternate derivation is presented in subsection 5.3 for proving a similar result. Under zero external force the subdomain governing equation (4.1) implies
, the above equation can be written as
By premultiplying equation (5.17) with C i , then summing over the number of subdomains (i.e., the index i = 1, · · · , S), and using the kinematic constraint for d-continuity method (equation (4.3));
we get
where
Since the vectors d and λ (n) and these quantities are used to advance the solution. Before we comment on the boundedness of rates and Lagrange multipliers at integer time levels t n , we state and prove the 13 following general result, which will be useful in assessing stability of coupling algorithms. We employ the standard notation used in mathematical analysis. To avoid ambiguity, let N := {0, 1, 2, · · · }. Proof. We split the proof into two different cases: γ = 1 and 1/2 < γ < 1. are bounded, we conclude that the original sequence
is also bounded.
is also bounded and vice-versa. We now prove the proposition by the method of contradiction.
Assume that the sequence c (n) n∈N is unbounded. Then we can find a strictly increasing un-
Since the sequence s (n+γ) n∈N is bounded, we can find 0 < M ∈ R such that
Since the subsequence c (n k ) k∈N is strictly increasing and unbounded, we can find an element of this subsequence such that
Since 1/2 < γ < 1 (and, therefore γ > 2γ − 1), from equations (5.23) and (5.24) we have
Using the definition of s (np−1+γ) we have
By using equation (5.25) we obtain
which is a contradiction as it violates equation (5.22) . This implies that the sequence c (n) n∈N is bounded, and so should be the sequence s (n)
n∈N
. This completes the proof. and λ (n) may not be bounded when 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1/2. In a later subsection we will present physical systems that, in fact, exhibit this kind of (numerical) unbounded behavior for γ ≤ 1/2 under the d-continuity method. This completes the stability analysis of the d-continuity method. i , which is a direct consequence of the triangle inequality. To wit, using equation (4.8) (and also see Figure 1 ) we have (s (n+γ) ) n∈N is bounded but (s (n) ) n∈N is unbounded. The elements of (s (n+γ) ) n∈N are indicated using filled squares, and those of (s (n) ) n∈N are indicated using circles. Recall that s (n+γ) : i . This implies the continuity of rates along the subdomain interface.
5.3. Stability of the v-continuity method. We follow a similar procedure employed in subsection 5.1. Using equations (4.1)-(4.2) (and as usual neglecting the external forcing function for stability analysis [14] ; i.e., f
Since the matrices K i (i = 1, · · · , S) are positive semidefinite, and ∆t > 0; we conclude
Using the v-continuity given by equation (4.11) we conclude that
Using the definition and linearity of the jump operator, we conclude (see subsection 5.1). As mentioned earlier, herein we take a slightly different approach (than the one in subsection 5.1), and which is also applicable for the Baumgarte stabilized method for showing a similar result. To this end, we start with i , and then summing over the number of subdomains, we get is valid. We have chosen this particular choice as to be able to use some of the earlier results (e.g., the matrix G is invertible), and to avoid introducing additional notation.
For the v-continuity domain decomposition method, solely based on the energy method, one cannot infer the boundedness of the quantities d 
Stability of Baumgarte stabilized domain decomposition method.
We start the stability analysis by rewriting the kinematic constraints. To this end, equation (4.14) implies that
By using the kinematic constraints given by equation (4.14) and identity (5.3) we get
where the (dimensionless) parameter α * is introduced for convenience, and is defined as
We now rewrite the subdomain equation in a manner similar to what we did above for the kinematic constraints. Equation (4.12) implies that
By using the trapezoidal equation (4.13) and employing the identity (5.3) we get
Premultiplying both sides of the above equation by α * v
and then summing over all of the subdomains we get
For the Baumgarte stabilized domain decomposition method, using equation (5.39), we conclude
Using the definition of α * (equation (5.40) ), the above equation can be rewritten as
Since α > 0, ∆t > 0 and K i is positive semidefinite, we conclude
By invoking the symmetry of M i , using equation (5.40), and rearranging the terms we get
where the matrixÃ i is defined asÃ
If the matricesÃ i (i = 1, · · · , S) are positive semidefinite (later we will obtain sufficient conditions for the matrixÃ i to be positive semidefinite) then equation (5.47) implies that
By invoking identity (5.4) we have Furthermore, one can easily show that under the Baumgarte stabilized method the drift in the original constraint (i.e., continuity of temperature along the subdomain interface) is also bounded (but may not be zero), which is not the case with the v-continuity method. To show this (for convenience) let us work with 1-norm, and the result (boundedness) will hold for other norms also (because of equivalence of norms in finite dimensional vector spaces). We start with the 1-norm of the drift in the original constraint, and use equation (4.14) and the triangle inequality:
Now using the definition of matrix-norm, and the boundedness of v (n) i ; equation (5.52) can be written as
where C > 0 is some constant independent of n, and we have used the fact that the 1-norm
(Also recall that if C i = 0, which is the case in this paper, C i 1 = 1.) Equation We will now obtain sufficient conditions for the matrixÃ i to be positive semidefinite (which we have assumed in the stability analysis of this method, see the line below equation (5.48)). Using the eigenvectors of the generalized eigenvalue problem (5.8) as the basis, the matrixÃ i can be diagonalized and obeys the similaritỹ
In the above equation, the symbol "∼" denotes similarity of matrices, and the matrix Ω i is defined
where n is the size of the (square) matrixÃ i ; and (ω i ) 1 , · · · , (ω i ) n are the eigenvalues of the generalized eigenvalue problem (5.8). (It is well-known that similar matrices have the same characteristic polynomial, and hence the same eigenvalues [13] .)
Since M i is positive definite and K i is positive semidefinite, the eigenvalues (ω i ) 1 , · · · , (ω i ) n are all non-negative. This implies that (using equations (5.40) and (5.54), and noting that ∆t > 0) the matrixÃ i is positive semidefinite unconditionally for γ ≥ 1/2. For γ < 1/2, sufficient conditions for the matrixÃ i to be positive semidefinite are 
For a quick reference, the stability results derived in this section are summarized in Table 1 . In the next section we verify the theoretical predictions using numerical experiments.
6. NUMERICAL RESULTS 6.1. Numerical verification of stability results: Split-degree of freedom. A simple problem that is commonly used to study the performance of coupling algorithms is the split-degree of freedom system, which can be obtained by splitting a single degree of freedom into two single degree of freedom problems but subjected to kinematic and dynamic constraints, see Figure 4 . Modified d-continuity Stable for 0 < γ ≤ 1.
v-continuity Drift on the interface.
Baumgarte stabilized Unconditionally stable for 1/2 ≤ γ ≤ 1. Stability conditions for 0 ≤ γ < 1/2 are given in Eq. (5.58). The time discrete governing equations for the subdomains A and B consists of
and along with the d-or v-continuity (kinematic) constraints, which are respectively given by
In addition, we have the equation for the generalized trapezoidal family: For the same case (γ = 1/4), in Figure 9 we have shown the rate of temperature and Lagrange multiplier that are obtained using the modified d-continuity method. Both the rate of temperature and Lagrange multiplier are all bounded even at the integer time levels, which agrees with the theory presented in subsection 5.2.
In the second case we chose γ = 3/4. This time stepping scheme is unconditionally stable when applied to ODEs. Even when applied to DAEs, as shown in earlier in this paper, the time stepping scheme should be unconditionally stable with respect to all quantities. The obtained numerical results for the rate of temperature and Lagrange multiplier are shown in Figure 10 , and the temperature is shown in Figure 11 . Even for this case, the obtained numerical results are stable, which agrees with the theoretical predictions.
6.2. One-and two-dimensional problems, and multiple subdomains. The model problem is transient linear heat conduction, and the governing equation can be written as
where u(x, t) is the temperature, ∇ denotes the spatial gradient operator, f (x, t) is the volumetric source, x is the position vector (in 2D, x = (x, y) T ), k is the coefficient of conductivity, ρ is the density, and c p is the coefficient of heat capacity. In all our numerical simulations we have employed the standard Galerkin finite element formulation for the spatial discretization [14] .
We consider two test problems, one each in 1D and 2D. For the 1D problem, a domain of length L = 2.0 m is divided into two equal subdomains, and each subdomain is divided into 10 equal linear finite elements. For the 2D problem, a square of size 2 m × 2 m is divided into four equal subdomains, and each subdomain is divided into 10 × 10 square elements (see Figure 5) .
For both the test problems we assume homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions, and zero volumetric source (i.e., f = 0). The analytical solutions for 1D and 2D test problems are, respectively, given by
The problems are driven by prescribed non-zero initial conditions, which are obtained by evaluating the analytical solution (given in equations (6.5)-(6.6)) at time t = 0. We use the standard linear and bilinear finite elements for 1D and 2D test problems, respectively. We assume the material properties to be k = ρc p = 1.
In Figure 12 we have shown the rate of temperature from the d-continuity method using γ = 1/4.
As predicted by the theory, even for the 1D test problem, the numerical results are unstable. In Figure 13 we have shown the temperature and rate of temperature under the d-continuity using γ = 3/4, and as predicted by the theory the numerical results are stable and match well with the analytical solution. In Figure 14 , we have plotted the temperature obtained using the modified dcontinuity method for both γ = 1/4 and γ = 3/4. For both the values of the Baumgarte parameter, the numerical results are stable and match well the analytical solution.
In Figures 15 and 16 we have shown the numerical results for the 2D test problem from the d-continuity and modified d-continuity methods, respectively, for γ = 3/4 and time step ∆t = 0.001 s. For both these methods, as expected, the obtained numerical results matched well with the analytical solution.
6.2.1. Spatial numerical h-convergence analysis. From the standard approximation theory [3] , it is well-known that the theoretical rate of h-convergence for the above test problems (which have smooth solutions) using linear finite elements is 2. For a robust converging domain decomposition method, one would prefer to have the numerical rate of convergence to be the same as for the undecomposed problem, which for the chosen test problems is 2. The numerical spatial convergence analysis for linear transient heat conduction is typically done either by simultaneously decreasing the time step proportional to h 2 or by choosing a very small time step so that the error due to the time discretization is negligible. In our numerical simulations, we have employed the later approach, and have taken the time step to be ∆t = 0.00001 s. We now investigate the numerical rate of h-convergence for the d-continuity and modified d-continuity methods.
The numerical convergence analysis is performed at time level t = 0.01 s using a hierarchy of uniform meshes. A typical 2D mesh along with subdomains is shown in Figure 5 . In Figure 17 , the numerical convergence results for 1D and 2D test problems for the temperature and rate of temperature using the d-continuity method with the trapezoidal parameter γ = 3/4 are shown.
In Figure 18 , we have shown the numerical convergence results for the two test problems for the 
The computational domain is divided into two equal subdomains, and each subdomain is divided into 10 equal finite elements. The left subdomain (which has Neumann boundary condition on its left end) is denoted as subdomain 1, and the right subdomain (which has Dirichlet boundary condition on its right end) is denoted as subdomain 2.
We consider three different cases, and for the first two cases the trapezoidal parameter is taken as γ = 0. In the first case, we have taken α = 1, and the critical time steps for individual constrained subdomains will be 1.042 × 10 −3 s and 1.061 × 10 −3 s. We have taken the time step as ∆t = 0.001 s, which satisfies the stability criteria (5.58). In Figure 19 we have shown the numerical results for temperature and rate of temperature using α = 1. The obtained numerical results are stable as predicted by the theory, and also there is no visible drift in the temperature or rate of temperature.
In the second case, we illustrate that (as predicted by the theory) larger Baumgarte parameters affect the critical time step, and can make the algorithm unstable. To this end, we have taken α = 2.6. We have again chosen ∆t = 0.001 s as it satisfies critical time steps for individual unconstrained subdomains (and also for α = 0). But, according to the theory, the chosen time step may be unstable for α = 2.6. (Note that the energy method provides sufficient conditions for stability, and the bounds can be very conservative). In Figure 20 we have shown the obtained numerical results for temperature and its rate using the Baumgarte parameter α = 2.6. In Figure   21 we have plotted the interface Lagrange multiplier against time for both α = 1 and α = 2.6.
As one can see, the numerical results using α = 1 are stable whereas the results using α = 2.6 are unstable. From the above discussion, we conclude that the Baumgarte parameter does affect the critical time step for γ < 1/2, which is in accord with the theory. Also, from these numerical results one can see that the theoretical stability bounds obtained for the Baumgarte stabilized method using the energy method are rather sharp.
In the third case, we have taken γ = 1/2. For this case, the theory predicts that the Baumgarte stabilized domain decomposition method is unconditionally stable, and there is no restriction on the choice of the Baumgarte parameter α > 0. (Of course, to avoid ill-conditioned systems, which may give numerical results that are unreliable, one may not use a huge value for α.) We choose α = 2.6 (which is unstable under γ = 0.1), and also a larger value of α = 10. As one can see from The stability analysis of the v-continuity method based on the energy method reveals that the rate of temperatures at integer time levels are bounded. However, solely based on the energy method, one cannot infer anything about the boundedness of the temperature and interface Lagrange multiplier at integer time levels. One main drawback of the v-continuity method is that one may get irrecoverable drift in the original constraint (i.e., continuity of temperature), which may make the numerical results unphysical.
We have also performed stability analysis on the Baumgarte stabilization method for first-order systems, and derived simple bounds for the user-defined parameter that ensures stability. To our knowledge no prior work has derived bounds on the Baumgarte parameter for index-2 DAEs to ensure stability in a mathematically rigorous way.
APPENDIX: IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
In this section we will outline a numerical algorithm for implementing the modified d-continuity method. One can easily modify this numerical implementation procedure for other domain decomposition methods presented in Section 4.
Using equations (4.4)-(4.5), the governing equation for subdomain i can be written as
where the matrixM i := M i + γ∆tK i . It is easy to see that the matricesM i (i = 1, · · · , S) are symmetric and positive definite. By substituting equation (7.1) into equation (4.6), the interface 28 problem can be written as
where the Schur complement operator G and interface vector R are defined as
Remark 7.1. It is easy to show that the Schur complement operator G is symmetric and positive definite (as, in this paper, we have assumed that there are no redundant constraints). Hence, the interface problem (7.2) is solvable and has a unique solution (as G is invertible).
Then a simple numerical algorithm for implementing the modified d-continuity method reads
• Solve the interface problem (7.2) to obtain the Lagrange multipliers λ (n+γ) .
• Using the obtained interface Lagrange multipliers λ (n+γ) , for each subdomain
by solving the subdomain equation (7.1).
• Using equation (4.5) 1 , solve for v
• If desired, calculate the rates v (n+1) i
and Lagrange multipliers λ (n+1) at integer time levels using equations (4.7) and (4.8), respectively.
In the FETI method (see [9] , and also [17] and references therein), one employs an iterative solver (in this case, one can use the Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient method [11] as the Schur complement operator G is symmetric and positive definite) for the interface problem, and a direct solver for solving the governing equation for individual subdomains. In this figure, the rate of temperature (top) at integral time steps for both subdomains, and the interface Lagrange multiplier (bottom) at both integer and intermediate time levels are plotted. As one can see, all these quantities are bounded, which agrees with the theory. Note that the rate of temperature and Lagrange multiplier at integer time steps are evaluated using equations (4.7) and (4.8), respectively. 
